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“Both prospects and our existing clients are very happy that we are willing 
to invest in a sophisticated system like Geneva, to make sure our books 
and records are accurate and up-to-date. So it helps a lot.”
Lizza Chiu, Chief Financial Officer, Keywise Capital

Expertise and focus
In an increasingly crowded marketplace,
these attributes are what distinguish the
best asset managers from the rest. And
Keywise Capital has them in abundance.

Keywise focuses primarily on companies in
the Greater China markets, mainly Hong
Kong, China, Taiwan and Singapore. The
firm employs a fundamental, bottom-up
investment style, fueled by the on-the-
ground, independent research it produces
from its Hong Kong headquarters and
Beijing research office. Keywise’s
experienced investment team then
leverage the research in its long/short and
long-only strategies to generate returns.

Value of customized
reporting
While Keywise’s market focus and
investment expertise lie at the heart of 
the firm’s success, it can’t achieve those
results alone. Another major factor is 
its partnership with SS&C Advent, a
relationship dating back to the asset
manager’s inception.

Keywise started out using the Axys
portfolio reporting and accounting system.
It subsequently upgraded to Geneva, 
the industry-leading multiasset–class,
multicurrency, real-time portfolio and
general ledger accounting solution.
Geneva has since become so integral to
Keywise’s operations that the firm recently
signed a fresh five-year contract for the
system, notes Lizza Chiu, Keywise’s Chief
Financial Officer.

For Keywise, one of Geneva’s most
powerful attributes is its flexible,
customized reporting capabilities. 

“Once we input data into Geneva, it is able
to generate information that really assists
our investment decision-making,” says Chiu.

Geneva’s customized reporting is an
important differentiator in Keywise’s client
relationships too. 

“Some of the reports have been developed
to satisfy requests from our investors,” 
says Chiu. “For instance, clients sometimes
ask for profit and exposure allocations
between different countries.”

With Geneva, it takes just a few clicks to
create a report that can show the P&L
derived from a specific country, and
provide the breakdowns investors want.
“That really helps in facilitating the
communication between our clients and
Keywise, and saves us a lot of time and
headaches when dealing with investors.”

What investors want to see
Alongside the specific client servicing
capabilities Geneva offers Keywise, the
system’s reputation as the gold standard 
of global portfolio management and
accounting platforms gives investors
valuable peace of mind during the due
diligence process and beyond— a
reassurance that translates into business
wins and client retention. 

Profile
Client: Keywise Capital Management
Location: Headquartered in Hong
Kong
Description: Asset manager
investing primarily in the Greater
China markets, using long/short and
long-only strategies. Serves global
institutional investors, including
foundations, endowments, pension
funds and sovereign wealth funds.
AUM: US$2 billion

Background
• SS&C Advent client since the

firm’s launch in 2006
• Initially used the Axys® portfolio

reporting and accounting
solution. Upgraded to Geneva 
to take advantage of its scalability
and sophisticated account
handling capabilities. Recently
signed a new five-year contract

Solution
Geneva® by SS&C Advent

“Once we input data into Geneva,
it is able to generate information
that really assists our investment
decision-making.”
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“Both prospects and our existing clients
are very happy that we are willing to
invest in a sophisticated system like
Geneva, to make sure our books and
records are accurate and up-to-date,” says
Chiu. “So it helps a lot.”

Supporting growth
Keywise’s investment and relationship
success has helped the firm grow
considerably. It runs a selection of Greater
China market–focused Keywise funds and
has expanded from two managed accounts
to more than 10, with assets under
management now topping US$2 billion. 

For some asset managers, growth can 
be a headache, putting strain on an
infrastructure that wasn’t designed to
support the increased level of business.
With Geneva, that problem is never an issue. 

Scalability, speed and proven functionality
have been architected into Geneva,
ensuring users never outgrow the system.
Whether a firm has many users, manages 
a large amount of assets, or trades high
volumes and complex asset classes, Geneva
has the built-in capacity to support them
without any drop in performance. 

Even setting up accounts in the system is
easy, says Chiu. “We simply need to think
of a name, and then we can usually handle
the rest of the process ourselves.”

Easy integration to multiple
counterparties
New accounts bring a multitude of
counterparties, but Geneva’s integration
capabilities and extensive network of
established connections ensure this is no
problem for Keywise either. 

“When an investor signs with us, they
determine which service providers they
will use,” Chiu explains. “As a result, we 
have business relationships with multiple
prime brokers, fund administrators and
custodians. The integration between
Geneva and other brokers and systems
saves us a lot of time and makes
everything so easy.”

Once a connection is in place, trading
information can be sent directly from
Geneva to the relevant prime broker, 
with Keywise performing the reconciliation
on T+1. 

“So once we sign a client up, we are good
to go,” Chiu adds.

Meanwhile, Geneva’s robust audit trail
functionality provides valuable back-up
protection.

“It allows us to keep track of all the changes
we’ve made in a certain time period, so we
can easily dig into the data and find out
who has input anything into the system,”
says Chiu. “This is very helpful, especially
when there are errors or discrepancies.”

Simple to use
According to Chiu, another strength of
Geneva is its user friendliness. “For new
recruits to the firm, it usually only takes a
few weeks for them to become familiar
with the system,” she says.

That means staff can become productive
quicker. Trainees also won’t take up so
much time and attention of other team
members, leaving them free to focus on
their most important tasks.

And whenever any problems or challenges
do arise, SS&C Advent’s support team are
always on hand to help.

“Occasionally we’ve needed assistance
setting up a special kind of customized
report,” says Chiu. “And if it didn’t come out
exactly as we wanted, the support team
would refine the report until it met our
particular needs. So the relationship with
SS&C Advent is very stable and we are
extremely happy with the service we are
getting.”

Benefits
• Geneva’s reputation provides

investors with valuable trust and
security assurances during the
due diligence process and
beyond

• Customized reporting capabilities
improve investment decision-
making and client servicing

• Plug-and-play integration to
multiple counterparties enables
seamless data flows and speeds
up reconciliations

• Almost limitless scalability
provides Keywise with efficient
support as it expands

• User-friendliness ensures staff
become familiar with the system
quickly and aids productivity

“The relationship with SS&C Advent is very stable and we are extremely happy with the service we are getting.”

“The integration between Geneva and other brokers and systems saves us a lot of time
and makes everything so easy.”
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